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Abstract:
Health information management professionals have a broad range of skills that are invaluable to the health sector. The advent of the electronic health record has provided the opportunity to aggregate patient data to answer clinical and policy questions in a systematic, timely and reproducible way. The possibility of linking datasets provides greater opportunities for answering clinical and policy questions, and Health Information Managers (HIMs) have the best skill set to inform about data quality, coding and classification, privacy, security, and medico-legal implications involved in the ethical handling of such datasets. HIMs have access to a wealth of data that could improve patient care and reduce unnecessary service utilisation, and that could be used to answer many research questions. Undertaking and publishing research is an excellent avenue for HIMs to promote and strengthen their profession.
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At a recent conference dinner, a couple of doctors asked about my background. Their attitude about health information management was one I’d encountered before – we’re pretty much superfluous ‘now that there are computers looking after patient records’… aren’t we? I shared Mitch Ratcliffe’s view with them (then Principal Content Manager at Microsoft) – ‘a computer lets you make more mistakes faster than any invention in human history … with the possible exception of handguns and tequila.’ I shared a few more facts with them too.

Health information management professionals have a broad range of skills that are invaluable to the health sector. In the current climate, with ever expanding technology, there’s an assumption that the interface being developed between clinician and computer will soon negate the need for our profession. Health professionals involved in patient care will just enter information into a computerised record and everything will function perfectly. It isn’t even that they believe patient data will be automatically coded and classified in the background … or that information will be complete, and all of it entered in the correct location … they just don’t seem to even be aware of these sorts of issues. With no understanding of the effort required to make these data meaningful, or the repercussions when things go wrong, they believe that world to be just around the corner - and are ok with it – because the computer will solve everything!

One way to alter this perception is to ‘publicise’ your role and the contribution you make, to show how important you are to the larger health system.

Many of the projects Health Information Managers (HIMs) and Clinical Coders are involved with produce important information and experiences that could be shared with peers and other health professionals, to both educate and promote the health information management profession. Every day, someone in our profession, whether employed in a hospital environment or in a non-traditional health information management role, is involved in a project or process of significant importance to their workplace or the broader health system. These projects are worth sharing. They may include the challenges and opportunities of implementing a new electronic health record system or an additional feature to an existing system, assessing the impact of such an implementation, the identification or resolution of a problem involving: activity based funding; coding and classification; performance reporting; human resources; change management; privacy and other medico-legal issues; or workforce and training concerns.

If you have been involved in these processes, you have valuable expertise and experience (e.g. unforeseen pitfalls that may affect timelines and budgets, etc) that can really benefit colleagues about to embark on just such a project or process – the sort of information that would have been useful to you, had others thought to publish their experiences before yours commenced.

An area that provides HIMs an opportunity to show their worth is research. Historically, the medical record’s primary function is to support patient care. More recently, the advent of the electronic health record has provided the opportunity to aggregate
patient data ‘to answer clinical and policy questions in a systematic, timely and reproducible way’ (Jackson 2014a). Within all levels of government, local health districts, primary health networks, health economists, academics, medical educators, the pharmaceutical industry, health insurance industry, health and legal consultants – the demand for data has never been higher. The possibility of linking datasets provides greater opportunities for answering clinical and policy questions, and HIMs have the best skill set to inform about data quality, coding and classification, privacy, security and medico-legal implications involved in the ethical handling of such datasets.

Given this huge interest in health information, the quality of data will have a vital impact on conclusions drawn from analyses of these datasets. The assumption that electronic data is of higher quality or will improve patient outcomes is not yet supported at either primary (Henderson et al. 2010) or tertiary levels (Callen J 2014; Lehnbom et al. 2014). Data classified in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD) are used internationally for ‘a range of epidemiological and health services research’ (Jackson 2014b). HIMs have a significant role to play in the discussion around the usefulness of the personally-controlled electronic health record in its current format, and how it might be improved to reflect more accurately the patient’s health problems and management. HIMs have access to a wealth of data that could improve patient care and reduce unnecessary service utilisation, and that could be used to answer many research questions. But just as importantly, HIMs have the capability to assess and report its limitations.

Your international journal, Health Information Management Journal, is a great platform for publication of this research and assessment. Some examples have been published in recent volumes, by both HIMs and other researchers and health professionals working with health data. For example:

- Cunningham (Cunningham et al. 2013) reported deficiencies in medical record documentation to underpin external cause coding, compounded by flaws in the ICD-10-AM classification.
- Emergency Department data were used to inform Public Health policy around road safety (Mitchell & Bambach 2015).
- Australian Coronial data highlighted the lack of standards that result in disparity between what the coroner is legally required to document and what is needed to inform suicide prevention programs in the community (Dodds et al. 2014).
- Steenkamp (Steenkamp 2014) highlighted the need to consider the implications of cluster effects when analysing and interpreting perinatal data.
- Forster (Forster et al. 2015) reported on the introduction and uptake of a patient portal for maternity patients to access their electronic medical records.
- Hanafi (Hanafi et al. 2012) demonstrated the impact of missing health information in delivering treatment to patients infected with the H1N1 virus.

Through publishing, you promote and strengthen your profession. You provide an ever-expanding knowledge resource for your peers. You improve health care delivery and outcomes through ongoing surveillance of data quality and highlighting areas where improvement is needed. You educate policy makers and other health professionals of your unique and valuable skill set. You inform and contribute to the decisions underpinning our Public Health programs. You train and encourage the next generation of HIMs and Clinical Coders to ensure a succession of excellent professionals to continue the important work you do. You achieve these goals internationally through your journal.

So give some thought to the experiences you have that could – and should – be shared. It’s time to stand your ground and let the world know how valuable you are.
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